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Elements of reflection for secondary principals : a reflective essay
Abstract
Are future administrators ready to stand up for what they believe is right for kids? Most administrators
would probably respond with a yes. Two central questions that all administrators must ask themselves
before taking that first administrative job: Do I have a personal vision of educational beliefs that are
important for all children? Secondly, to what extent am I able to stand by my beliefs for children, even if it
means leaving a principalship position because of philosophical belief conflict with peers and/or
superiors?
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Personal Characteristics
Throughout my life I have enjoyed leadership roles varying f ram
Boy Scouts, junior college class president, volunteer police officer, basic
training squad leader in the U.S. Air Force, resident assistant at the
University of Northern Iowa, and a learning disabilities teacher. I have
always reached to accept new roles of responsibility in an advanced
leadership role. I have always sought to be actively involved in
communicating with people to share ideas and to solve problems.
The major influence on my decision to enter into a greater
leadership role within the school setting came from the report A Nation at
Risk prepared by the National Commission on Excellence in Education
(1983). This report gained most attention when its authors stated:
If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America
the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might
well have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed
this to happen to ourselves. We have even squandered the gains
in student achievement made in the wake of the Sputnik
challenge ... We have, in effect, been committing an act of
unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament (1983, p. 12).
The following is a list of recommendations for which there
appeared to be a general consensus among the report: a) revising the
curriculum and strengthening subject area requirements; b) revising
vocational courses; c) offering special help for gifted and talented
students and for slow learners; d) emphasizing reasoning and thinking
skills, and e) setting high expectations for students (Gorton & Schneider,
1991, p.14). Other recommendations which appeared, unlike the general
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ones, were quite controversial and engendered lively public discussions
because they challenged the traditional public school system and the
means of assessing teacher and student performance.
Introduction of Topic Areas
There are five areas which call for more research and discussion.
These correlate and sometimes go beyond what was discussed in A
Nation At Risk. These issues are as follows: 1) children do not invest
themselves in their schooling, they want the "American Dream" but do not
commit to the effort required; 2) rule enforcement in schools should be
rethought; 3) teachers feel overburdened and unsure of their role (strictly
teacher? role model? guidance counselor?); 4) changes in the make up
of the American family and 5) community building within the school
setting. These five topics encompass the schools today and will help
determine the needed shift in the teaching paradigm of the future.
Child's Investment In Schooling
The first issue was children do not invest themselves in their
schooling, they want the "American Dream" but do not want to commit to
the effort required. More and more adolescents are working after school
instead of involving themselves in extra curricular activities in school
(Appendix A). A survey was administered to 50 educators at West High
School, Waterloo, Iowa. The survey was intended to provide current data
on issues discussed throughout this paper (Appendix A). It was beneficial
to get a sample of what educators believe is important and to learn about
their "reality" of students and school. Intriguing results from the survey
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were the high ratings teachers gave to the statements regarding
attendance and jobs. These issues may be luring students from school
activities and academics. Obviously teachers believe student attendance
is important by the score of 9 to the statement, "Any form of absences for
class, reaching 10 or more (a semester) is too many" and a score of 7.2
on the statement, "Jobs lure students away from school activities and
academics." Therefore, to what extent do we owe it to students to
motivate them to be involved in activities at school and also talk to their
parents about their child's participation at school?
There are limits on both the number of hours and the time of day
that a 14 or 15 year old can work: They may not work during school
hours, they may work up to three hours on a school day, eight hours on a
nonschool day, and 18 hours a week during a school week; they may
work no more than forty hours in a week that school does not meet. There
are also periods of time which 14 and 15 year old's may not work: They
may not work before 7:00 a.m. or after 7:00 p.m., except between June 1
and Labor Day when the end of day standard is 9:00 p.m (Bosworth,
1996, p.45). Do these facts mean that when a teenager turns 16 that they
can handle more working hours during school? Is not this the time that
they should be taking advanced course work in school and be actively
involved in school activities or is the emphasis instead on reaching for
the short term goals of buying wants instead of focusing on what a
student really needs (intense academics and school teamwork building
activities)? Is working to buy name brand clothes instead of "average"
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priced jeans or the purchase and/or continual upgrading of a "super"
stereo system more beneficial to kids rather than school? What part does
the parent and should the teacher play in advising students to reduce
employment hours or not working at all? Being at school for eight hours
should be a demanding task for anyone if they are putting effort into their
learning process. If, after a cognitive drain of 8 hours of school, students
are stopping at home and then leaving again to work 3-4 hours, where is
the time for homework and family?
The high visual stimulation on television and the "go-go" mentality
of today's technological society inhibit the child's and adolescent's
attention span and long term reinforcement satisfaction. They see and
hear the things they are "supposed" to have on the T.V. and radio. For
example, the commercial on the radio discussing the feeling of "having
arrived" when you give your wife that one karat diamond (having arrived
meaning living the "American Dream"). The fixation of having "stuff'
becomes the driving force in determining one's worth. The idea of saving
over a long term of time in acquiring "stuff" is compromised by lack of
structure in the home, societal pressures and giving in to children's belly
aching for "stuff". This can be seen in the fact that the average credit card
balance currently in America is $5,000.00 dollars. This issue not only
aff·ects adolescents but adults as well. These issues spill over into the
school classroom setting as the student stretches their commitments from
school related functions to worrying about money to buy clothes, cars,
drugs and others.
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Rule Enforcement in Schools
The second issue deals with the idea of rule enforcement in
schools. Arlis Swartzendruber, the Superintendent of Waterloo, Iowa
schools, recently stated (Personal Communication, April 2, 1998) that old
style crackdowns do not seem to work with students whose pattern of
disruption has become "habitual behavior." "What some are actually
calling for is to remove these disruptive students from the educational
setting, " he said. "We can't. Removal ignores one problem while it
creates dozens of others. Plus, they seldom return to education"
(Stanton, 1998, C3).
The vision of helping disruptive students in school should be to
utilize knowledge about the essentials in every young persons life, then
apply that knowledge to help every student be an involved, well-behaved
learner. Having in-school suspension could be one vehicle to reach a
student one-on-one and listen to their concerns and problems facing
them. If this time is not taken and commitment is not made when we have
the student in school for eight hours a day, can one be sure the issues or
problems will be addressed? Are parents capable of discussing and
counseling their children about problems or is an outsider, neutral to the
problem, more apt to make a positive difference?
A former student named Jon was always talking about getting
drunk, taking drugs, stealing and skipping classes. It was not unusual for
this student to be given out-of-school suspension (which he seemed to
enjoy). His lifestyle and problems were not adequately being addressed
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by myself because I only saw him once a day, for 50 minutes, and out of
school suspensions only served to further alienate him from the support
and structure of school. From what I gather in talking with him, his home
life, while living with his mother, was non-structured and communication
between the two was minimally effective. In 1996, Jon was charged with
second degree burglary that stemmed from a fight between two other
people, one of which he was just "hanging" with at the time of the
incident. If the school setting would have had an in-school suspension
program, Jon could have been counseled on dealing with his drug
problems, social friendships and making positive choices before the
1996 incident happened. As previously stated by Dr. Swartzendruber,
"removing a student from school only serves to create more problems."
Phay and Cummings (1970) found that students who misbehave
are usually students with academic difficulties. Therefore, school
separation would be a poor method of helping a student achieve
academically. It is understandable that administrators would need to use
the options of suspension and even expulsion to protect the welfare of
other students, yet these methods of "kicking" a kid out of school are most
likely counterproductive in relationship to changing a students overall
behavior at school (Gorton & Schneider, 1991, p. 440). It is not
uncommon in my school setting at West High School, in Waterloo, to
have kids openly state, "I don't care if I get suspended and my parents
don't either". Many students I come in contact with see a suspension as a
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holiday from school: They have a "I don't want to be in school anyway
attitude", and the parental repercussions are negligible.
I believe that in-school suspension should be an option if out-ofschool suspension is not changing the attitudes and behaviors of those
who receive it. There are two options that can be employed with inschool suspension. First, if the purpose of the suspension is for
punishment the student is isolated for most if not all of the day and
monitored. Secondly, if the purpose is to remediate the cause of the
misbehavior social and academic assistance is given to the student
(Radin, 1988).
The main emphasis during the in-school suspension time should
be to assist the student to analyze his/her previous behavior, to
consider alternative behaviors to him/her.and to selecta more
appropriate behavior to be implemented after returning to the
normal school 5,etting. (Chamberlain, 1980, p. 6).
In-school suspension should be used as a vehicle to get to the
"root" of the students problems, not as a device to get the student
out of the regular classroom, or to modify the student's behavior to
meet the teacher's or school's goals" (Neill, 1976, p.47).
As administrators, one needs to take a close look at helping
students solve their personal problems. The current practice of an
administrator talking to a student in their office about such things as: drug
problems, social friendships and positive choices is not enough. There is
neither the time nor the training available for, mostly assistant principals,
handling most of the discipline situations (Gorton and Schneider, 1991,
p.127) (Appendix B & C). Therefore, in-school suspension could be used
as a vehicle to get to the "root'' of the students problems, not as a device
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to get the student out of the regular classroom or to modify the student"s
behavior to meet the teacher's or school's goals (Neill, 1976).
The Teacher's Role in Education
The third issue is teachers feel overburdened and unsure of their
role. Is one strictly teacher? Role model? Guidance counselor? There is
no doubt that teachers for the most part, come into teaching with a good
idea of how to teach students who are ready to learn. But, as educators in
1998, we are faced with a new breed of student: Students not eating
breakfast, students staying up late or working at jobs, students having a
need for .immediate gratification, students not respecting teachers, and
students rarely getting homework finished. And further, where does a
teacher begin to relate to a student with emotional and/or physical
problems? Also, for some adolescents school is not a warm, friendly
place: "Some students who are unsuccessful academically and who
receive insufficient positive attention from peers and adults start to act as
though they were quietly invisible" (Testerman, 1996, p. 364).
The statement, "I believe the primary duty as a teacher is instructor
of curriculum", was scored a 7.7 on a scale of 10 on the West High
School survey (Appendix A). This concerns me because educators may
be placing curriculum ahead of students. If a student is not ready to learn
geometry for example, at the beginning of the day (7:45 a.m.), does the
teacher forage ahead anyway, staying with the curriculum? What about
the other students that are ready? Should we take the time to listen to
kids needs within the class period? This issue deals with the in loco
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parentis aspects of being an educator. "The courts have intended that
school authorities or teachers stand fully in the place of parents in control
of their children. School official's and teachers' prerogatives are
circumscribed by and limited to school functions and activities."
(Alexander & Alexander, p. 282, 1992). Yet, on the West High School
survey statement, "It is my role as a teacher to be a student's parent
figure," gave way to a rating of 3.4 on a scale of 10 (Appendix A). Many
educators seem to feel this issue is not part of their job. If more and more
children are not getting the structure and role modeling at home and
educators do not give it to them at school, where will they get it? From TV,
gangs and peers? Future administrators need to keep pace with the
changing family structure. One should get to know where a child is
"coming from" and be open to talking to that student about his/her
problems and successes! Many educators feels this issue is not part of
theirjob. One should get to know where a child is "coming from" and be
open to talking to that student about his/her problems and successes!
Our schools have many problems today, we are facing problems
like: lack of discipline, use of drugs, poor curriculum, overcrowding,
difficulty of getting good teachers, and lack of interest. Many students are
coming into school with numerous problems on their minds that
overshadow their ability to think in academic areas. An Area Educational
Agency consultant in my school recently told me that she has seen more
special education students with mental distress requiring counseling
than in any year before (Personal Communication, Mary Weisen, March
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1, 1998). This shows the need for preparation in the social relations area.
In essence, the teacher is not prepared for the guidance counselor role
and sees it often as an infringement on their teaching time and personal
emotional well being.
Children are not coming to school ready to learn due to excess
baggage. As in Maslow's hierarchy of learning, basic needs such as
food, shelter, security must be met prior to educational and spiritual
growth (Coleman & Glares, 1983, p.127) (Appendix D). Should schools
provide breakfast, counseling, daycare, or just be educators? Can these
learning and the other basic needs even be separated?
If there is emotional "baggage" that students do bring to school,
how do administrators get students to want to do well in school? Dale
Carnegie believes that the "big secret" of dealing with people (students
included) is to make them feel important. It is the desire to feel important
that lures many boys and girls into joining gangs and engaging in
criminal activities (Carnegie, 1986, p. 67). In essence, we cannot afford to
just expect students to come to school ready to learn. And if they do not,
we cannot do anything to help them overcome or cope with their
situation. Students want administrators to listen to their side of the story.
This is evident in an effective school survey I helped distribute, explain,
arid analyze with my principal at West High School (Appendix E). The
building of rapport does not stop after the student walks out of the
administrator's office, but whenever the administrator has a chance to
speak to him/her. This could be in the hallway between classes or, just a
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greeting of "Hi, Robert good to see you." At first, the administrator may
have to be the initiator of the conversation to show the student that they
are not holding a grudge against them for previous misbehavior(s).
Building a positive relationship, instead of holding a grudge will only
serve to show the student that you notice and care about him/her. In turn,
their behavior will most likely "swing" towards the positive instead of
trying to "get back" at the administrator or school property for a prior
punishment.
Establishing a relationship with the student on an individual basis
is imperative. By reaching out to a student to establish a relationship you
tell that student "I care about you as a person". I dislike your behavior, but
care about you. It sounds easy but it is not and many educators resist it
once they realize the effort it takes. Naturally, there will be highs and lows
to any relationship and it may seem easier to give directions (expecting
them to be followed without discussion) rather then dialoguing about the
issue. Those educators who believe that students readily recognize the
affection and concern that they do give may be surprised to find out
student perceptions of teacher's attitudes toward students are less than
glowing.
Gary Whelage and Robert Rutter used data from "High School and
Beyond", a longitudinal survey of approximately 30,000 sophomores
from 1 ,105 public and private high schools nationwide, to study student
alienation and rejection of school (Whelage and Rutter, 1986, p. 374).
One of the variables in their analysis was teacher interest in students.
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"When those who eventually became dropouts were asked to rate
teacher interest in students, marks of fair to poor were given by 56
percent of the Hispanics, 50 percent of blacks and 59 percent of whites,"
Whelage and Rutter reported, "Non-college-bound students were not
much more positive, in view of the fair-to-poor ratings given by each
racial group: hispanics at 49 percent, blacks at 47 percent and whites at
49 percent (p. 377)."
The hard part of establishing relationships of caring,
understanding and support to students is the number of students that
require this nurturing and the length of time needed for student success.
Establishing a relationship with a troubled student will not be a "quick fix"
but will require one to touch base again and again with him/her. The one
thing that must not be done is take these issues home with you. That will
only lead to you living your students problems and burnout. There is a lot
of research on burnout and I have included a burnout survey I completed
over the internet and it's recommendations, concrete ideals and
suggested readings to handling burnout issues (Appendix F & G).
As administrators, one must remember that teachers have to come
prepared with lessons plans for five classes and then correct papers with
only one planning period, and be involved with committees meetings and
after school functions. At this point, many teachers are asking, "what
about instruction of the curriculum? I'm here to teach, not be a social
worker." This is where the crux of the issues lay for teachers and future
administrators. Existing (traditional) methods and ideas of teachers and
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administrators may be ineffective: The paradigm must shift.
. Administrators must provide the leadership (Appendix H) and support
needed to help students coming to school ill-prepared to learn.
Bob McCarthy wrote that "the love of learning is ari acquired taste,
an addiction for the tart rather than the sweet'' (Peters & Austin, 1986, p.
480). To learn to change can be exhilarating and wrenching, with the
wre~ching part normally coming first. We are all resistant to change
because we get comfortable in our situation and to change requires effort
and usually sacrifice. Many deal with students who have developed "bad
habits" (ex. skipping class, using drugs, insubordination etc.) it is difficult
to change behaviors because what is asked of them to do is step out of
their individual comfort zone. Furthermore, attempting to adjust behavior
through order giving does not build a positive relationship between
student and administrator, only resentment.
Good administration comes from being passionate about their job.
One has to love what he/she is doing because of the time and
commitment it takes to do it well. An administrator with a family needs to
believe that he/she is positively influencing children to make time lost
with his/her family justified. If an administrator is just working the
minimum hours and resenting any additional work load, how can he/she
be passionate?
Changes in The American Family
The fourth issue concerns the changes in the American family:
There are far fewer nuclear families and there is the near disappearance
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of the extended family (Crowson, 1992, p.77). Many forces draw today's
. children away from the influences of both school and family: The
television set, the peer group, the automobile, the job in a fast-food
restaurant (Gordon & Schneider, 1976; Goodland, 1981 ). "Educators are
well aware that latchkey situations, single-parent families, unemployedparent households, and frequent-mover families can all display home-toschool learning effects" (Crowson, 1992, p.192). We're living in a noparent culture now, and teens leave school with no one to talk to but their
friends and the T.V. So what do they do (Cawelti, 1998)?
Vast numbers of American teenager's do nothing after school but
hang together, socialize, fantasize, and catch each other's
illnesses, both physical and mental. That's when they plot random
acts of vandalism, roam streets and neighborhoods proving
themselves, experimenting with all manner of chemical
substances and behaving like outlaws from after school to midevening (Cawelti, 1998, p. F2).
Many of the values, work ethic and general personality traits of
children are shaped by the parent(s) of children. If the exposure to the
home environment with adults is reduced then children are left to their
own notions of what they view as right and wrong. Nancy Dickerson, a
National Association of Elementary Schools Principal board member,
believes that "character education", the teaching of such virtues as
ho.nasty, responsibility and self-discipline, is something nearly all school
principals are grappling with now (Dickerson, 1998, p. A 1). "We are all a
microcosm of society'', Dickerson states, "All of the issues society is
facing are creeping into the schools." A growing number of children,
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however, are not learning core values and conscience at home. She
states, "I think families have gotten away from that." Dickerson believes it
has everything to do with economics and the changing structure of
families.
Teachers scored the statement, "Most of a student's problems in
school would be eliminated if their home-life problems were remedied,"
with a 7.2 on the West High School survey. How can educators help
parents and their children problem solve together? Staying in touch with
parents by phone might be a good place to start. Making appointments to
have the student and parent(s) come in and discuss problems with a
school counselor and even having more parent-teacher conferences
allowing for in-depth and continual discussion of problems and concerns.
This issue may be hard to instill in the faculty at West High if the
perception is a teacher "teaches" curriculum and stays out of relationship
building and problem solving with parent(s) and kids.
Stephanie Coontz, a family historian at Evergreen State College,
asks us to just look at the school day: totally out of sync with working
parents. As a result, "kids don't just come home to an empty house but to
an empty neighborhood (Coontz, 1992, p. 102)."
The above societal forces advocate for new approaches to
community-school relations and are frequently topics of discussion,
Coleman (1987), for example, has argued that there are indications of a
serious crisis in the exercise of parental responsibilities in America.
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...there is strong evidence that the public schools are more
effective for children from strong family backgrounds than for
children from weak backgrounds. In short, the schools are at their
best when they operate from strength, and there is now less and
less family-background strength to draw on (Coleman, 1987, p.
34).
For most Americans, the question of whether to stay at home is a
theoretical one. Respondents in a recent gender roles survey by the
Washington Post said the need for a second paycheck controlled the
choice (Grimsley, 1998, p. AB). Therefore, many students have both
parents working outside of the home as a normal situation. As
mentioned, most of the values, work ethic and general personality traits
of children are shaped by the parent(s) of children. If the exposure to the
home environment with an adult is reduced then children are left to their
own notions of what they view as right and wrong.
Jim Fox a retired journalist who writes a column for the Suburban
Journal of St. Louis is another advocate for placing some responsibility
on parents' shoulders. He states, that many parents "dump" their children
into the public school system and say, "Educate them in the basics, teach
them the social graces, teach them to drive a car and to cook and sew,
and give them some understanding of ethics. We don't have time (Fox,
1993, p. 119)."
Roger Everett a principal at Community Christian School in
Dubuque, Iowa believes that schools are directly impacting the stability of
the family unit (Personal Communication, June 15, 1997). Roger stated,
"We give students breakfast, we keep them for 8 hours and then keep
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them for practices in sports, drama, music and other extra curricular
activities." The child arrives home at 4:00 p.m. and before they can shed
the "hand" of the school they do their homework. This does not include
time on the phone with friends, TV or any other activities, outside of the
family. When is it the parents' responsibility to teach their child? The work
responsibility is of great importance in school today. At West High
School children are taught to be "responsible" for their behavior. The
BoysTown model of behavior management is for all students receiving
any type of special education services. This teaches adolescents how to:
follow instructions, apologize, accept feedback, greet someone and give
someone a compliment. Are these themes ones that should have been
learned at home in the first place? If not, who is responsible for them to
be learned? Is it the school, the church, cub scouts or even gangs?
Community Building in School
The combination of family breakdown, coupled with the
relationship between family strength and school quality, suggests to
many individuals that the schools should now be community creating
institutions (Crowson, 1992, p. 32) (Appendix I & J & K). This is the
subject of the fifth area of reflection. This type of community building is
evident in the placement of the Success Street Offices in a couple of
schools in the Waterloo School District. According to Shirley Anderson, a
counselor at Logan Elementary, the Success Street Program, was
adamantly opposed to by the community when it was first suggested. The
primary services of Success Street are in mental health counseling and
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minor medical care inside the school. Both areas were seen as
unnecessary and intrusive. Now parents of children who themselves
might receive its services can not imagine the school without the
Success Street Program (Shirley Anderson, Personal Communication,
May 1O, 1998). As Coleman (1987) words it, the public school now must
consider its job to be an investment in the "social capital" of society
instead of the creators of "human capital." "What I mean by social capital,
defines Coleman (1987, p. 36), "is the norms, the social networks, and
the relationships between adults and children that are of value for the
child's growing up." This building of communication of a sense between
child and adult was evident in student self-directed conferences as
explained by Gretchen Devore, a peer in the principalship program
(Personal Communication, January 15, 1998). She stated, "it was
obvious during conferences which parent(s) and students were able to
communicate with each other about poor grades: some students and
parents could not discuss much of anything together because the other
person was a "stranger'' to them and the student would look to me for
help."
Andrew Vachss, an author on abused children, believes that "the
family is self-destructing--destroying itself from within by its failure to
nurture and value its offspring" (Vachss, 1998, p. 4). Administrators need
to be supportive of programs like Success Street that allow parents and
their children to come together to discuss problems that will reduce the
"baggage" they bring to school. Establishing relationships by talking and
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listening to students can only serve to make our schools a better place for
learning. The reasoning is simple and compelling, as illustrated in

a.

quotation by James Coleman (1988, p. 35): "If there is one thing that
recent research has shown, it is that a child's education depends on what
goes on in that child's life, not merely on what goes on in that child's
school."
Stephanie Conntz believes there is not great mystery about what it
takes to help a troubled child or family. In study after study, she finds that
two things stand out in the histories of kids who make it against the odds.
The answers do not lie with labeling kids social scourges (conservative
rhetoric) or workshops on self-esteem (liberal myth). The first factor is
access to a second chance to succeed at something the person failed at
before--going back t~ school, being helped to pass a class (as opposed
to being passed though it), getting a chance to correct a wrong and make
it right (as opposed to being punished or excused for it), receiving
concrete aid and an opportunity to reciprocate it. The second is the
intervention of just one caring person from outside the family
(teacher/administrator). That person's role is not to moralize or even to
motivate, but to get involved in the child's life (Coontz, 1992).
Administrators need to provide that second chance to kids and open up

fo being involved in a child's life.

To quote Kari Gunderson the Vice

Principal at West High School in Waterloo, "I'll give every kid a second
chance, a third chance and a fourth chance, but at some point you draw
the line and move on." (Personal Communication, February 5, 1989).
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One can be involved in a child's life by simply watching them at an
extracurricular event or taking a moment to talk to them in the hallway. A
student's problems in school might be reduced or remedied if less
baggage from their home life is dragged to school with them. Teachers
scored the category, "Most of a student's problems in school would be
eliminated if their home-life problems were remedied," with a 7.2 on the
West High School survey. How can educators help parents and their
children problem solve together? Staying in touch with parents by phone
might be a good place to start. Making appointments to have the student
and parent(s) come in and discuss problems with a school counselor and
even having more parent-teacher conferences allowing for in-depth and
continual discussion of problems and concerns. This issue may be hard
to instill in the f acuity at West High if the perception is a teacher "teaches"
curriculum and stays out of relationship building and problem solving
with parent( s) and students.
Final Reflection
In conclusion, President Clinton refers to the report, A Nation At
Risk in saying, "The risk, now, is that we'll fail to follow through after
coming so far" (Bacharach, 1990, p. XI). In essence, we know what some
of the problems in schools are, what are we going to do about it? West
High School's principal expressed this same situation with the effective
schools survey (Personal Communication, May 2, 1998). A faculty
member asked if problems identified would be "worked on", his response
was, "yes and if not, that is one of the most tragic things we could do in
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education." Are future administrators ready to stand up for what they
believe is right for kids? Most administrators would probably respond
with a yes.
Yet, administrators often find themselves in posit,ions where to do
what their training or the literature of the field or best interest of their
students says is right and proper would be detrimental to their enjoyment
of their careers (Imber, 1995, p. 120).
Remediation of and monitoring of an inadequate teacher can take
a minimum of six months (Robert Decker, Personal Communication June
20, 1997). Every step of this process can be time-consuming and painful
and has the potential to create friction between the teachers, union,
parents and even the school board. In many situations, transferring the
teacher or doing nothing at all are far less likely to further complicate an
administrators job. "Administrators are bureaucrats who must preserve
their own place within an organization. And for most educational
administrators, survival requires that career knowledge be put first''
(Imber & Scheurich, 1995, p. 97).
Two central questions that all administrators must ask themselves
before taking that first administrative job: Do I have a personal vision of
educational beliefs that are important for all children? Secondly, to what
extent am I able to stand by my beliefs for children, even if it means
leaving a principalship position because of philosophical belief conflict
with peers and/or superiors?
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Appendix

Your opinion is needed. I am currently writing my master's paper and I wanted to
. include the opinions of practicing teachers: Please take a minute to rate these
statements and drop this back in my box.,No names necessary. Thanks! Brian Phillips
Rm. 222a
Rate each of the following items from 1 - 10 (with 10 being the highest).
~. I believe my primary duty as a teacher is instructor of curriculum.
2. I believe I spend more than 30 percent of my time counseling kids.

1, 7
5 .fo

3. I believe children come to school ready to learn. __5
__
4. Jobs lure students away from school activities and academics._r._/,_;L_
5. Expectations of teachers have changed since I was a student. __
7__
6. I feel ineffective at teaching because of student's emotional baggage they bring to
5
school.
7

7. It is my role as a teacher to be a student's parent figure._--_,_t/_
. ,1

1

8. Immediate gratification is a need for today's student. _ _c_·----/

9. Any form of absences for class, reaching 10 or more (a semester) is too
C,
many.
10. Most of a student's problems in school would be eliminated if their home-life
7. 2
problems were remedied.

11. I believe1arents do not do an adequate job of modeling good problem-solving
skills.
~.:;

12. Two income households could be a major reason kids aren't thriving at school.

Thank you for your time!

50 Copies sent (25 regulor ed. 25 special ed.)
~2 Copies returned

t/.S

1
I
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1-28-98

: Administrativ~ Staff,

an

1 I'm

currently researching the topic of discipline for
administrative class with Dr.
Decker at U. N. I. Could you please provide me with a "ball park" estimate of how many
student discipline situations you handle in vour office during a one month period?

i Number per month

2,oo -r

Just drop this in my mailbox. Thanks1
: Brian Phillips

...

Administrator

A~OS--..

..·.·:r , ,:i:,i,

-.:·~'

•",

::)\}:"f{:F·•. -:~(fr.:t:·. ;:{:•· \>.:.••;;'.;:_(

.. :\~pper_~ix .. C

WATERLOO

WEST

HIGH

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

YEAR

1997-98
II

1ST

January 16,
Discipline. Report for
Bruce Sperry, Assistant Principal

SEMESTER

Mr.

(AUGUST

21;

Referrals/Concerns

1997

Reported

Classroom Misbehavior
Noon Hour Problem
Inappropriate Clothing
Study Hall Problem
Tardies

Detention
Auto

Violations

Insubordination
Harassment
Tobacco
Fighting

Drug Violation
Alcohol Violation
Bus Problem
Cut Classes/Attendance
Transfer/Drop Classes
Theft

Before/After School Problem
Problem/Concern
Athletic Problem/Concern
Breakdown

of

to

to

the

1998)

Office

61
13
06
17
65
27
07
26
32
13
33
02
05
15
262
61
24
36
143
.u.A
982 TOTAL

Students

White

Male

317

Black

Male

191

White

Female

297

Black

Female

177

Basically, In charge of the Junior Class and
one/third of the Seniors.
Waterloo West High School was involved in 241 1st
semester activities.
(106 at West High).

---
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CONCEPTS OF MOTIVATION

Jinsight

12'.

HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

According to the findings of Maslow (1969,
1971) so-called lower level needs-such as
needs for food and security-tend to dominate our behavior. When lower level needs
-. are met, however, our behavior tends to be
dominated by "higher" level needs, such as
various forms of actualization strivings.

"

Esteem needs

Love and belongingness needs

Safety needs

Physiological needs

Deficiency vs. Growth Motivation

.,£

Maslow has emphasized the distinction between deficiency and growth motivation. Behavior motivated primarily by maintenance needs-hunger, safety, social approval, and so on-is deficiency motivated. That is, it is motivated by the
lack of something the individual needs for stability. In contrast, growth motivation is aimed at increasing our long-term capabilities. Gratifying our deficiency
· needs releases us from their domination and frees us for self-actualization.
People who are dominated by deficiency needs despite adequate resources
or who have not found anything else worth striving for tend to be maladjusted
and unhappy. Maslow (1954) has summarized it this way: "I should say simply
that a healthy man is primarily motivated by his needs to develop and actualize
his fullest potentialities and capacities. If a man has any other basic needs in any
active, chronic sense, he is simply an unhealthy man." In a comparison of defi-.
ciency-motivated and growth-motivated people, Maslow discovered that the latter showed more efficient perception of reality, could tolerate uncertainty better,
Were more spontaneous and creative, were more accepting of themselves and
others, were more problem-centered and less ego-centered, had deeper than
average relationships with other people, had a philosophical, unhostile sense of
humor, and felt kinship with and concern for all humanity.

deficiency motivation:
domination of behavior
by maintenance needs
and strivings
growth motivation:·
domination of behavior
by actualization needs
and strivings
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WEST HIGH

_;______RES lJ LTS/INTE-R PRETA-TfONs-·-oF· -eFFECT1VE--scHOU1:S--su RVEY-___ _

STUDENT PERCePTIONS

(195)

AREAS OF CONCERN:
1.

Item #27:

2.

Item #25:

This school makes me enthusiastic about learning.

3.

ltem#2:

Students treat each other with respect.

4.

Item #30:

My parents know the principal well enough to call him when t_hey ____ _
have a question.·---·-· . . . . - ·------ .
. .

,.

The administration /principal of this school listens to students and
_their concerns.
__________________ .

···---------

-.
---· ·-.
Item #22:

My test scores are explained to me.

6.

Item #26:

Teacher and staff take a real interest in my future.

7.

Item #3:

Students obey the school rules.

8.

Item #20:

Teachers inform me of Y.'hat must be done to get the grade that I
want.

·-s·: --

Item #23:

10.

Item #19:

I am given comments on my assignments and suggestions for
improvement.

11.

Item #29:

The administration1princi;:;af is frequently in my classroom.

12.

Item #4:

Our school is kept neat and clean.

13.

Item #1:

Schoof rules are enforced equally and fairly.

14.

Item #12:

Teachers in my classes try different kinds of instruction to help
stuaents learn (dis:ussion, group work. lecture, activities, etc.)

15.

ttem #14:

Teachers offer time before and after class to give additional help to
students.

hem #10:

Students are fr~quently rewarded and praised by faculty and staff.

---

5.

--

·

This school focuses on helping students learn~ · - -- ·

1
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SSUE: #59 Not Burning Out In These

i:hallengi~g

Times

ISCUSSION I RECllMl\,IENDATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
_.
~

discussion of being tlle only10111=: in that posmo11
feeling of waiting- forc.h:u1ges to be o,·erto go hack to ·11onnal
cnuplt:d Wlt!J personal issues: home. family we are not responsible for ever:i1hing
not comio11able io sa,· no. but 1f it s necessary we must do :m
~,cknowleclgemenL thaL we care. but we don't h:m: to care berond our limits
5ometunes cho1ccsl1an: to be mud<:
personal/ professi anal attitude shift
f1mtncrn.l responsi bilili es c.:111 sometimes get in the way of creat1,·1 tY. tiut we need to g1 ,·e ourse1Yes perm 1551 on
ratberth:u1 worbng individually. work as part of a team: increased support and ideas
1c takes courage to say no to me.Teased workloads because of the pres~rnre: awareness of our luruts
we c11cournge people ill t11c community to speak up fonhemse!Yes. but we ha,·e trouble doing t!rnr ,:-:ry 'iatne thin~
we often ger suppott tram the commuruty rmllt.•r than co-·u;orhrs
if we lose passion, h c:m berer,!ilced bv compassion
hurnout ,·s, comp.iss1011 l,il1gu~ !people1-1,itfcompass10n Jat1gu~ simw ~rmrwim of mrnma YJCtum -:g '.li1thdnP 1i
from ~ocidy. •;Jcepproh!ctm. ~tc. J
ma,•hi: humout ~qu:.th ";isdom
i.'i tlie !Stre~:i ltlat ',,'C L1ct ·: ,or~t tl1;1n what i:s faced 111 otht:r countrie~ or at other noi1m in lli:stor•i"''
,,::omrnuati<111 or wod:rnw i1ome· ni:-:o to Jvok uL self-can:
1

• u:ie ltumo'.lr
" rdrn 1u1'ilH•.:~['()JJ~.b1ilt'· ol sa, rng \hi;: UJlJ\ t'f'i'=
" 111:ct.1 to be clear x; to what we ca11 ofii:r
ill ,.1 ndQi: b-:[\Vr:i;n w·Jrnt 'V•; ,:undo a11d ,·,har ,r.t; J:lUSt do
• takc-i:oer(;V
.. . from our '-'-'Ot'k. father than it dr::iinmg. u~ of ener~Y
·- .
. • ~j,·uH~ 110 can g1Yi: us ~nt-rg:·
• $ dichutom·: Ot'l)i:ing forcd_t,O use ·:olulllet:rs \VG!'YJ·,m: ', s. \'Vh;ll -..ve :.u-t; COJll1v11:.1bk \1:it11
.; li.ii'J-11£ JJ11::.xtra wurk dot::s not do lh<: communm· .ul': good
• a;t:.1t1stic --.~·hell leYeh of iob c;tre~'.i co un. ~o do r~tes.of matemitY leave
1

~

1

1

f

rrobkm ul nm iJcrng p~1;mmee11 o l<lk,:: 'rnne to 111an.1g-2 s1ress 01·11ot t't:•.:lrng ~upponed in our att,.;m ;:,~'.> W in,uwg•:
Jre'.;:, cre:.u1 ·:ely

' t ti;:s-um~ I JK 1n theory

trnt nmw1clelf '>Upporred in pracuce
doe~ tbi-; 111Yoh~ ~vom£:1 for the mo~~ n~ut er do men worb112 in tlm fi e!d :=i!<:o exr,ei1-:nce t"' ~,,
• • •;."·e1"·om: ", orbng 111 tl11s !iector seem~i' to be afi~cted by t!1es,/1 ssues
· i,

. IS

uruo·11agreeme11t.;co11::crnmgt1ex-time11otbonoured ·

t 1.mporrnnt w dm111gu1sh between essem1ai ,u~d non-eSSl:'lltrnl wni:n saylllg 110

. , ros~ib!e to deYeJop peer consuh:nion erours

, • ~tr'!SS oi' chi:ms Jri:i;s .ind our o•.vn 11,,es co,mrng closer together· ibe worid'i '.fff;! nor so far :lf):lft :uffmorf!
. • unreal ex;,er1:uion<; of the 90 -;: ie worr..rng 'itr:iight throueh 1uncl11s the norm i e,·en 111 tl11S confrrenc-:,
: 4 :'.irJne"JtJi :i1anJ sou :rirhurni112 •"lUL ,o <inn t '1~rt1er
.::
'

,\CRETE [DEAS:
, .jc;i l 2..:L ,i.:t up (bY our~e1,·2s. bv om~r <,taff m:urnrr~rs 1
• ,w:Ht,-huck-11p ')\<rt>m 5 de\·etnp proctdure5 wttil r;htr 'ir.lf t
• -~cart ")fil;lll: ilO ilt?t;tl [O dG .:\·i;ry-rhing d[ O!lC~

Click he~~
to entert
/:~

Result5 of vour Burnout Inventor,,~

\Thj.s test )ieids one overall sccre :mcl four :;ubscores. !

ernll Burnout InYemorv score: 51 ,poss1ble range: 0 =ror no bum our signs. to l 00 =for extremely illg.il nskpresence 01

neut:,

a~ilow no major sigw; of bum out. People who score as rou did Jrc usu:tllT able to cope adequ:lte!y with emotional charge
h~ir ~~·err•. In ;ener.1i. yo~ seem re ha•.;e enougl1 energ7torreiarive1~- eff1C1ent and personalized work ,Y1t11 your cile1m.
:·ci:llc1·..:ss. ·;ou mL:nt need to rciax ;:i tiule Ott more ~mti take a critic:ii look at \·ourwor.rJoad. Bot11 rnur clients and
,,-sell would probaoi:,- be11ci1t 1£ ~.-au v:cre less on tl1c edge ~.nd mere rested. ,
·
1

:~llbscore~ be! m,; m1gm !1elp ~·au to 1uentif~; potem1J.1 problem ar;~.

10tional

exhaustion

~con::: 53 1possible range; 0 = no emotional exlrnus11011. to 100 = cxrmne ·.:motional ex11austioni

~motional clrnrge of your wcrkmiglit be qutte he~r;;y. leaYtng you emot1onally ex11austed. 6th er ,·ou or tJ1equ,11ity of
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SSUE #35: Leadership

!S('USSION / . RECO.:HrvIENDATIONS:

storical developme.ntaJ co.nti.nuum of leadership:
• · 8\·pos1 ti on -5pheresofinfluence-te~m building-coll cctive 1ead1;.'fShip-capac1trbuil ding-potent.1alforl eaclers.
I! The more chaos there is the more leadership comes out .
.::t L\;::der<.Jup ~bl!s are not the same :ism~:nzigemi:m sblh
• Leadership irnot necessarilv 11ierarchica1it is organic (where·:ei·,;ou are in :rn organizm1on or~ communitYYDU c~rn
tXe1t lead~J'Sh1p)
·
•
·
··
• Effecti\e lcadersl1iptends lO he synergistic rather than zero sum (tbereis no limitfortbe capacir:,-forleadership or
1nlluenci: wnong 11ny group of people,
, Leadership cru1 be Vt:rbal. physical. quiet. Yisual

finition of leadership skills:
~ Tejm Du1!ding
• ~.isk-taking ~ Courage
~

· :tiU-2S

., ':u1n~r:1bility
tt JnlUtll '·~

• P1·op .:ni1!1i11g
1

• .-\bihrnorn1Jueuce. cremetrusl. ~Hlmnm1swkes
• C;UJ. ~liare deci~ion-malting
., i. 'i 1:red11.i1e through ioll ow :through
• ::;elf-Confidem :, Ha'.S, 1s1011 t personal \·1s1<.nll~ eSSt'ntWi 111 the com~xt 01 orgr1111zat1011ai ,.1.~1011. need i::"pa<.1CY w \ll:1!·~ ,·:sJ ~'!1 :·atil~r
than i:r.po<;t 1l °i
" •:an ut:c\;pt other Pt!oole u.ud ideas but on.lY wan etb1cal context
. ~ .':.biliP, tt; k.llO'-'-' :,·~Jur·limit~itiom :is a lead~r person and t11eh1111t:lt10ns oi tlie .:icrson;: ou re tt:·i.ns i J !:-;ln bec-,:nc ~

h:ad~r
r1

·.

io grow leadership 1n others
~

sb;ire pO''ier

• to .~i1111n

ot11er~

• w listen

· " :ii!ow for differences of opinion
•

'iU ppon

ns.k

· • ,unriott pa~:i10u
• thu~ :m-:wkes c.m tie .in uppurtunitY 1ur growth
. ~ ;1., ~ otiitrs the big pctul'c •
·
~11 \YC .look ,;t k~tdc1 ship the: group agreed 1t \':as the tl1ing to do. i.ht: guest10111~. 111 toda)' ., e1r:ironm~m c:.i1, ..,.,e ;:-r:ictt ::e
1e~•;;mm!:ctrni1~,tder-s.t11p? ~
-
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;suE: #13 Creating· A Community To ·Raise

ealtl1y

Children

;crssJON / RECO~IMENDATIONS:

ICS

•
•
•
•
•
~
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
l;I

cht1 dren and voutb are undervaJ ued in soci etv
C'h:ldren and froutb :ihould be central issue;
making soc1e~· feel more aware of theirresponsibilityto raise healt11y clilldrenis imponant
cbild1·en arc ~een as chattels rather than individuals with their own right.s
prevenuon swnsw1tl1 c1u1dren
hm\ do we defo1e communities as t11ey have changed. the supports that used to be there are no longer there.
bow do ive go beyond · cl1ilclren·s services and get agreemem on a vision?
hov.- crunvc .~et local go~:crnmentsto put more emphasis on cl1ildren s needs?
it 1'Hmportant to make nu sing children everyone· sissue.
1:.unily unit is crucial. suppo1t has to be to the family
difficult f or~·outl1 rn thes~ uncertarn umes- tht'ir future is not clear
how do we !ielp our kids to feel secnre 9
,in:.;hat pouuui the cycle dowe intervene? some yourf1 find it difficult tonruculate tht:11·fedi.11gs of depre~srnn ,u1d
fe:1rthat mav lead Lo substance abuse.
()•si-: c.hi1cfren that sense 01 •:'i.1ml on. th,n 1ife is wortlrw hile. C111kin:11 are growing up too fast. for exampli: career
choices.

• 1mpn11nm to define what we value rn our s:oc1tty C11i1d Pove11y
• childn.·n growing up 1ll po-.ert)· may face damage we caJ1...not undo. poor cnilc!ren come from poor fomihes
• mullipht;:rt:Ui:cr: p0Ye11y 111cl1Hles pood1ousu1g. difficulties with copmg etc. po-'-1:rty unpc1cts on n cluld rnm,rny
W;•ffS.

,1bo unponam to understand that poverty 1s cliff erem now and tl 1s different tor children grm,,ing up rn po~·en:y
tod:.1y tha11 it was before.

• 1t 1~

mns why poverty .has a greater impact now tbat before inc1udc(thesc arc issues for all parents but
~xacerhated by poverty):

., cv1r.mt1mty 110trarnng duiclren
• no i:Mi:nded family

• parems art> parenung 1111\oli1t1on
" ;,~renting !es!i
if ·,;:iJU,;:, 1;f0Sl01l

• el pctts b1ow better
• !TI(~drn ma!:es tt lrnrder to cope w1tl1 po,·e11y·

• da~s is mot'e of an i!is11c. children see peers with significant matenru goods
• ':◊c1~market111g bY m~dia 011ull11ealtlrr h1estY1ec1io1cts.
• type~ offo1nilie; :i~enon T,·
.
,
•

110\·c11Y

mak 1.!s unckn·idurnc of children worse

• iwwev'cr. poor soc1elies cln-nurture children Yet'\' effectiYeh·

• cbildrenm t11ese socm1es are not seen as burde1is

·

rn Lo Issues
hnologv
lt:t.tl r~sponsibiht:·tonU!ie ch11dre11
bu;;;incsc; targets r:l1ildn:11 and Youth with impuiutr ~1nd :tre not chalh:nged.

incricn's public schools can he traced
hack lo the year 1610. The Massachusetts Puritans who created these· firs I
schools assumed that families and churches
bore lhe major responsibility for raising a
child. Theresponsibility of the school was
intended to h1~ lit.11iled, i.e., focused 011:

A

1 Teaching basic reading, writing, and
arithmetic skills,
2 Cultivating values that serve a
democratic society ( some history
and civics implied).
America's schools stayed focused fo1: 2GO years.
At the beginning of this century, society began
lo assign additional responsibilities lo the
schools. Politicians, business leaders, and policy
makers began to sec the schools as a logical site
for lhe assimilation of newly arrived immigrants
and the perfect place for the social engineering
of the first generation of the "INDUSTHfAL
AGE.". The practice of increasing the responsibilities of the nation's puhlic schools hegan then
and has accelerated ever since.

•:From 1~P0.tc,Jaip, we a~~eq:.,\S:i.~
• nutrition
• immunization, and
• health

.. 1t22Q
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• vocational education
• the practical arts
• physical education, and
• school lunch programs (We take this for
granted today. II was, however, a signincanl
step lo shift to lhe schools the joh of feeding
America's chilclrPn In of llwir dail}' meals.)
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• safely education
• driver education
• foreign language req11irc111c11ls arc
strc11gthe11cd,aml
• sex educalion inlrnducrd (topics escalate
lhrough l!l!Jlls)
·:· t1''·
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• consumer eclucalio11
• career education
• peace educalion
• leisure education, and
• rccreatio11al educalio11
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• special education is mandated hy federal
government
• we add drug and alcohol abuse education
• parent education
• character education, and
• school breakfast programs appear (Now, some
schools are feeding America's children 2/3 of their
daily meals. In some cases these arc the only
decent meals these children receive.)
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• keyboarding and computer education
• global education
• ethnic cducalion
• 11111lticullural/no11 sexist cclucalio11
• English-as-a S1!C11IHl-l.a11guagc and bilingual
education
• early childhood eduralio11
• full cla}' ki11dergarle11
• pre-sr.hool prngrnms for rhildn•11 al-risk
• afll'r srl11H1I programs for d1ildll'n or wmking parcnls

• stranger/danger education
• sexual abuse prevention education, and
• child abuse monitoring becomes a legal
requirement for all teachers

:An~Jn,au~. ~o far In the 1seoa

·We h"Ve t.1dde~: ·. . ·.

-. ·

• IIIV / AIDs eclucalion
• death education,
• gang education in urban centers,
• bus safoty, and
• bicycle safety education

'.A~~Jn ,tnP.9~ a}a.te~We ~ave not added
'.'···~·i:;1n0le mln4fe to the achoo! year
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Please note that as new responsibllitles were added,
few of the existing functions were ever removed;
most of the added functions are highly valued by
many Americans; and arguably, all oftl~ese things.
may need to be taught.
As Americans we must decide lhe role of parents,·
schools and comnn~nltles, lfwe are to effecllvely
prepare our children to succeed In the 21st century. • )>
"C
"C

THE BOTTOM LINE:
SCHOOLS CANNOT DO IT ALL.
·scHOOLS CANNOT RAISE
AMERICA'S CHILDREN.
Thanks lo Dr. Pancra:r.io, Dean, College orEducation, Illinois
!ilale Univ. for her 11ar1 in compiling lhc items on this list
All 1lalcs arc ap11roxi111alc.

<QC011yrigh1 l!l!Jli. Vollmer :11111 Assnrialcs
Nn rrp10,l11rlir111 wilh11111 pmmission.
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Appendix

·K

40 Developmental Assets
:h ln~titute h9s identified the following building blocks of healthy development that
·
young people grow up healthy, caring, and respon~i~le.
PE

ASSET NAME AND DEFINITION
Family support-Family life provides high levels of love and support.
Positive family communication-Young person and her or his parent(s) communicate positively, and
young person is willing to seek parent(s) advice and counsel. ·
.
PPORT
3. Other adult relationships-Young person receives support from three or more non-parent adults.
4. Caring neighborhood-Young person experiences caring neighbors.
5. Caring school climate-School provides a caring, encouraging environment.
6. Parent involvement in schooling-Parent(s) are actively involved in helping young person succeed in school.
7. Community values youth-Young person perceives that adults in the community value youth.
8.
Youth as resources-Young people are given useful roles in the community.
~POWERMENT
9, Service to others-Young person serves in the community one hour or more per week.
10. Safety-Young person feels safe at home, school, and in the neighborhood. 11. Family boundaries-Family has clear rules and consequences, and monitors the young person's whereabouts.
12. School boundaries-School provides clear rules and consequences.
IUNDARIES &
13. Neighborhood boundaries-:-Neighbors take responsibility for monitoring young people's behavior.
[PfCTATIONS
14. Adult role models-Pare~t(s) and other adults model positive, responsible behavior.
15. Positive peer influence-Young person's best friends model responsible behavior.
16. High expectations-Both parent(s) and teachers encourage the young person to do well.
17. Creative activities-Young person spends three or more hours per week in lessons or practice in music, theater, or other arts.
INSTRUCTIVE
18. Youth programs-Young person spends three or more hours per week in sports, clubs, or organizations at
school and/or in community organizations.
iE Of TIME
19.
Religious community-Young person spends one or more hours per week in activities in a religious institution.
,
20. lime at home-Young person is out with frie~ds "with nothing special to do," two or fewer nights per week.
21. Achievement motivation~Young person is motivated to do well in school.
22. School engagement-Young person is actively engaged in learning.
lMMITMENT
23. Homework-Young person reports doing at le:ist one hour of homework every school day.
I LEARNING
24. Bonding to school-Young person cares about her or his school.
25. Reading for pleasure-Young person reads for pleasure three or more hours per week.
26. Caring-Young person places high value on helping other people.
27. Equality and social justice-Young person places high value on promoting equality and reducing hunger
and poverty.
0SITIVE
28. Integrity-Young person acts on convictions and stands up for her or his beliefs.
lUES
29. Honesty-Young person "tells the truth even when it is not easy."
30. Responsibility-Young person accepts and takes personal responsibility.
31. Restraint-Young person believes it is important not to be sexually active or to use alcohol or other drugs.
32. Planning and decision-making-Young person knows how to plan ahead and make choices.
33. Interpersonal competence-Young person has empathy, sensitivity, and friendship skills.
CIAL
34. Cultural competence-Young person has knowledge of and comfort with people of different
MPETENCIES
cultural/racial/ethnic backgrounds.
35. Resistance skills-Young person can resist negative peer pressure and dangerous situations.
36. Peaceful conflict resolution-Young person seeks to resolve conflict non-violently.
37. Personal power-Young person feels he or she has control over "things that happen to me."
38. Self-esteem-Young person reports having a high self-esteem.
SITIVE
39. Sense of purpose-Young person reports that "my life has a purpose."
NTITY
40. Positive view of personal future-Young person is optimistic about her or his personal future.
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